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SeaDisplay 8 plots SeaSonde radial, elliptical, and total vectors
overlaid on a geographical site map.
SeaDisplay 8 includes many new features, such as site map creation and
editing, bathymetry, radial and elliptical site coverage, PDF output and
configurable map elements.
SeaDisplay uses site maps created from prior releases but in a new way that
looks sharper and allows changes. SeaDisplay is now capable of creating and
editing new site maps which are not compatible with prior releases.
SeaDisplay can now plot bathymetry which requires the installation of the
GEBCO database.

SeaDisplay Features
Create and edit new site maps.
Adjust all map elements including site markers, and unicode titles.
Add bathymetry depth and contour lines.
Overlay radial and elliptical coverage for site planning.
Plot current vectors, distribution, quality and standard deviations.
Plot antenna patterns.
Plot multiple vector files.
Create PDF or PNG output images.
Create movies of current vectors over time.
Display detailed information about any current vector.
Create and edit combine grid files.
Create radial area filter files.

Basics
When SeaDisplay is opened it will automatically load the last used or first found
site map in the SiteDefinitions folder. If there is no site map, it opens a default
SFCA (San Francisco, CA) map built into SeaDisplay. If the opened vector file
does not fit on the current map, the vectors are auto scaled and plotted on a
blank (white) empty map. To create a new site map, see the Create Site Map
section.

To open any site map:
Drag and drop the smap file onto SeaDisplay icon
Drag and drop the smap file onto SeaDisplay window or application icon
Select menu File -> Open and locate your site map to open.

(Site maps are normally located in /Codar/SeaSonde/Configs/SiteDefinitions/ )

Select menu File -> Open Recent, and select a recently used site map
Select menu File -> New Window/Map, then in the new window use the
toolbar site map popup to select a map.

Use the dropdown menu in the center of the toolbar to scroll to your site’s
smap if you have more than one.
As you move the mouse around the map, the latitude and longitude of the
cursor location is shown in the status bar at the bottom of the map. You can
use the keyboard shortcut <command><c> to copy the text displayed in the
status bar. Optionally the distance and bearing from the origin can be
displayed. If the bathymetry data is displayed on the map, the depth at the
cursor location will also be displayed.
If you click and drag the mouse, you will see a straight red line with the great
circle distance and bearing from the starting click location.

Right click or <command> click on the window title text to get a popup menu
showing where the file is located. Selecting a folder in the menu will open it in
the Finder. This is a quick way to locate a file you are looking at.
You can open multiple site maps. Select menu File -> New Map Window.

Open current data (Radial, Elliptical, or Total).
Drag and drop the data file icon onto SeaDisplay icon. The file will be
display in the last opened map window.
Drag and drop the data file icon onto any SeaDisplay window. The file will
be displayed in that window.
Select menu File -> Open and locate your current data to open.
Click on the toolbar icon that looks like a folder (same as File -> Open).
Note that selecting one current vector file within a folder of other
current vector files will prompt SeaDisplay to perform functions on all
files within the folder. Also, selecting a single (group) current vector
file(s) will drop it into the drawer (see next item).
Click the drawer icon to open the drawer. Drag and drop a current vector
file, set of current vector files, or folder of current vector files into the
drawer. Select a sub-group of current vector files by holding down the
shift key while you click on the first and last file in the sub-group, or
select all with the “All” button at the bottom.

Selecting a vector
If you click on an individual vector, it will be highlighted with a pink dot and
basic info will be shown in the status bar on the bottom of the map. If the
display of vector information is enabled (menu Display > View Vector
Information is checked) then more detailed information will be shown on the
map. If you click elsewhere on the map, the selected vector will be deselected.

Distribution, Average, and Standard Deviation plots
When invoked, statistical parameters for these plots are computed using all the
files in the current vector file’s folder (drawer) if either a single vector file or all
of the vector files are selected. If two or more files are selected in the drawer,
then statistics are computed using this sub-group of selected files. Depending
on the number of files, this can take a while and you will see a progress bar at
the bottom of the window. When finished, you can switch between any of these
plots, or turn them off and on, without having to recalculate the data unless the
source folder or file selection has changed.
The Average plot can be shown on top of the Distribution or Standard Deviation
plots. You can also show and hide the current vector file on top of all these
plots with Display -> Show Vectors.

Distribution Plot
Click on the red distribution icon in the toolbar or menu item Display ->
Show Distribution shows how many source vectors fall on the same location.
This is useful for determining bearing and coverage issues.

Average Plot
Select menu item Display -> Show Standard Deviation to show the standard
deviation of all the files in the same folder as the current vector file. If using
multiple files (see below), this is the standard deviation of the selected files.

Standard Deviation Plot
Select menu item Display -> Show Standard Deviation to show the standard
deviation of all the files in the same folder as the current vector file. If using
multiple files (see below), this is the standard deviation of the selected files.

Uncertainties Plot
Select menu item Display -> Show Next Uncertainty to show the spatial and
then temporal uncertainties.

Creating a Movie
When you create a movie, it will use the current window map size and will
include uncertainties if on, distribution information if on, and/or vector
information if on. First, set the view the way you want it.
If you have opened multiple vector files at once, creating a movie will include all
the current vector files that you have selected in the drawer. If only one file is
selected, then it will use all of them. If only one vector file is opened in
SeaDisplay, all the files within its containing folder will be used.
Select menu Settings -> Movies... to change the movie settings before creating
a new one. Select the toolbar
icon to create the movie. You will be asked
where to save the movie. Please don’t save the movie in the same place as the
vector files. A progress bar located at the bottom of the window will first show
the creation of the file list and then a frame count where each frame is a
separate vector file.
File list creation:

Frame count:

Toolbar
Every map window has a toolbar of common functions. When the cursor pauses
over one of these icons, a yellow text box will appear showing the icon’s
function. Click on the icon to perform that function.
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Open earlier vector file in same folder as current vector file. Same as
<command> ; (Using <shift><command> ; will step all windows back to an
earlier file.) If the drawer is open, you can navigate through the vector files with
the up and down arrow keys.

Open later vector file in same folder as current vector file. Same as
<command> ‘ . (Using <shift><command>‘ will step all windows forward to a
later file.) If the drawer is open, you can navigate through the vector files with
the up and down arrow keys.

Calculate and plot distribution of all vectors files in same folder as
current vector file. Clicking the icon again will turn off the distribution plot.
Clicking the icon yet again will turn the distribution back on.

Create an image file of the current display. A file dialog will prompt for
filename and location to save the image file.

Create a QuickTime movie of all vectors files in same folder as current
vector file or of a sub-group of files selected in the drawer. A file dialog will
prompt for filename and location to save the movie. (Menu Settings->Movies...
changes the compression settings for the movie.)

Open the closest corresponding CSS file in SprectraPlotterMap.
Shows current site map and is a dropdown menu to select any
site map you might have in the SiteDefinitions folder. One of the
items always available is a BLANK map which just plots on a white background.

Open or close the multiple vector user interface (drawer).

SeaDisplay Menus
SeaDisplay Menu

Preferences...

Opens the SeaDisplay Preferences window
(More on Preferences window below...)

Map Settings...

Opens the Map Settings window for the active site.
(More on Map Settings window below...)

File Menu

New Map Window

Open a new window with same site maps as current one.

Open File...

Open file dialog to open a new vector, antenna pattern or
site map file.

Open Recent

Open a recent vector or site file.

Save/Save Grid As...

When grid editing is enabled, save dialog to save current
grid as a new file.

Close

Close the frontmost map window.

Next File

Open the next/latest file in the same folder as the current
vector file.

Next File All Windows

Open the next/latest file in the same folder as the current
vector file but for all map windows.

Previous File

Open the previous/earlier file in the same folder as the
current vector file.

Previous File All Windows
Open the previous/earlier file in the same folder as
the current vector file for all windows.
Create New Map...

Open a map of the world to create a new sitemap.

Modify Map...

Opens the map editing dialog and allows the user to modify
the current map.

Show Combine Grid

Toggle showing the combine grid for the current site map.

Create/Edit Combine Grid
grid.
Show Radial Filter

Open a floating window to create or edit a combine

Toggle showing radial filter.
(Radial filter is also known as AngSeg in older software and
still uses AngSeg.txt file naming.)

Create/Edit Radial Filter Open a floating window to create or edit a radial filter.
(More on Combine Grid and Radial Filter editing below...)
Create Image...

Create and save a PDF or bitmap image of the window.

Create Movie...

Create and save a Quicktime movie of all the vectors in the
same folder as current vector file. (Menu Settings>Movies... changes the compression settings for the
movie.)

Export Map Settings…

Save a copy of the current settings for the front window as
plist. This plist is useful as it can be used by the command
line SeaDisplayTool. To customize the RadialWebServer
display
export
to
Configs/RadialWebConfigs/
RadialDisplay.plist.

Print...

Open the print dialog to output to a printer or to a PDF file.

Edit Menu

Undo

Allows the user to undo a previous action (such as
moving a site, changing a site property, moving a map
element, …). Not all actions support undo.

Redo

Allows the user to redo the action was undone.

Cut

Same as Copy (described below) but also erases the
selected text.

Copy

When no Preferences, Radial Filter, Grid or other
editing are active, doing a Copy will grab the text
displayed in the status bar (bar in lowermost portion of
SeaDisplay window). This can be the current cursor
location or vector information which you can then
paste into another document like TextEdit.

Paste

Allows the user to paste text from the clipboard into
any of the text fields like the site or market location
fields.

Display Menu

Show Vectors

Toggles whether or not the current vectors are plotted or
not. This menu is checked if the vectors are plotted. When
doing distribution, average, or uncertainties it is often
desirable to turn off plotting the vectors for the current file.

Show Next Uncertainty

Toggles plotting of uncertainty factors as color blocks
behind the current vectors. This cycles through the possible
uncertainties for each file type. Radials and Ellipticals cycle
through spatial, temporal, and none. Totals cycle through
eu, ev, covariance, and none.

Show Distribution

Toggles plotting a distribution of all the vector files in the
same folder as the current vector file as a clear (no vector)
to dark red (100%) block behind the current vectors.

Show Average

Toggles plotting the averaged vectors of all the vector files
in the same folder as the current vector file. You can turn
off “Show Vectors” to display only the average.

Show Standard Deviation Toggles plotting the standard deviation for the displayed
vector.
Show Antenna Pattern

If an antenna pattern is overlaid, this toggles plotting the
pattern on the map on and off.

View Information

Opens a floating window which shows detailed information
about the current map and vector file.

View Vector Information Opens a dialog asking where on the map to place a box
which will show detailed information on any selected
(clicked) current vector.
Show Reference Grid

Toggles showing a square reference grid overlaying the
map.

Show Distance in Status Bar
If checked, the great circle distance from the origin
will be displayed with the current mouse location.
Next Location Format

Cycles through various latitude, longitude formats
displaying the location of the cursor on the map at the
bottom of window.

Rotate 1 deg CW

Rotates all vectors 1 degree clockwise. (Rotating helps to
visually compare when plotting multiple vector files or when
you believe the vectors’ bearing reference is inaccurate.)

Rotate 1 deg CCW

Rotates all vectors 1 degree counter-clockwise.

Rotate 0.1 deg CW

Rotates all vectors 0.1 degree clockwise.

Rotate 0.1 deg CCW

Rotates all vectors 0.1 degree counter-clockwise.

Clear Rotation

Restores all vectors that were rotated.

Window Menu

Actual Size

Resize the window to the size provided in the SDSite file.

Actual Size All Windows Same but applies to all opened windows.
Cascade

Cascade all opened windows (arranging them to overlap
one another).

Tile

Tile all opened windows (an arrangement in which every
window is completely visible).

Map Settings Window
In SeaDisplay 8 all the settings for the current site map are grouped together.
To open this window use the menu SeaDisplay -> Map Settings… (or its
convenient keyboard shortcut <command> ,).
To open a section, click on the corresponding icon at the top of the window.
Vectors: this section allows the user to show or hide the vectors, to specify how
they are rendered and what kind of vectors are shown and possibly marked.
Analysis: this section allows the user to display uncertainties, distribution,
standard deviation, averaged uncertainties and average vectors.
Map: this section allows the user to customize each map element, like title,
subtitle, velocity and distance legends, grid, ...
Bathymetry: this section allows the user to display bathymetry information as
colored patches and contours.
Sites: this section allows the user to create and delete radial and elliptical sites
and to edit their properties.
Coverage: this section allows the user to display individual and combine site
coverage.
Patterns: this section allows the user to display antenna patterns on top of the
map.
Markers: this sections allows the user to create, delete and customize markers
on the map.
Backdrop: this section allows the user to place a bitmap or PDF image on top of
the map.
Logos: this sections allows the user to display a CODAR logo and a custom logo
on the map.
Map Editing: this section allows the user to create custom maps and edit
existing ones.

Vector Settings

Show Vectors:
If ON, shows the current vectors.
Color Vectors:
Mono: colors each vector the same using the color displayed in the box. Click
on the color box in order to change the color used. The intensity slider sets the
brightness of the color.
When displaying multiple vector files using the multiple colors setting, the color
button will reflect the color of the first selected vector.
Dual: colors “shoreward” pointing vectors using the selected color and
”seaward” pointing vectors using a color hue 120 degrees away from the
selected color. Click on the color box in order to change the vector color used.
Note that “Mult. Colors” cannot be selected in the bottom of the drawer or this
feature will not work.
Prism: colorizes each vector according to its velocity using blue for 0 cm/s and
red for Max Vel: (prism vectors look best on white or darker ocean colors). The
intensity slider sets the brightness of the gradient colors; left is darker; right is
brighter.
Transparency: sets the transparency of the vectors drawn. 0 (left) is completely
opaque while 1 (right) is transparent (invisible). This can be useful when vectors
overlap allowing you to see them all. If set too low, vectors tend to fade into the
background.

Intensity: sets how bright the colors are drawn. A low intensity looks black.
Scale Vectors:
Fixed: all vectors, regardless of their magnitude, are drawn with a fixed length
(5 km in this example).
Velocity: scales the vectors. In this example a 1 m/s vector is represented with
a length of 10 km.
Smallest: this setting is useful to visualize vectors with very small magnitude by
drawing them with a minimum length (1 km in this example).
Flagged Vectors:
This section controls how flagged vectors are shown. Every vector file contains
a flag column which indicates extra information about each vector.
Show checkbox indicates whether vectors of that type should be plotted.
Mark if checked, overrides the normal vector color and uses the color in the
box to the right. Click on the color box to change its color.
Marker: are vectors specially flagged as a marker.
Out of area: are vectors flagged as out of bounds, like those rejected by a
radial filter.
In baseline:
are vectors flagged as being within the baseline angle limits set
between two sites (applicable to total vectors only).
Too fast:
are vectors flagged whose velocity appears unrealistic.
GDOP:
are total vectors flagged whose bearing between sources is
probably too small or to large to give a reasonable result.

Analysis Settings

Vectors:
If ON, shows the vector velocities.
Uncertainties:
If ON, shows the vector uncertainties. Note that only one current vector file
should be selected before looking at uncertainties.
Outline: draw or not a solid line around each of the colored box.

With outline:

No outline:

Maximum value: sets at what velocity the uncertainty color box is drawn red.
Blue is an uncertainty of 0.
Transparency: sets transparency of the colored box representing the
uncertainties. 0 (left) is completely opaque while 1 (right) is transparent
(invisible).
History Analysis:

Distribution:
If ON, shows the distribution.
Outline: If ON, draws a solid line around each of the colored boxes.
Maximum value: sets at what point the uncertainty color box is drawn red. Blue
is an uncertainty of 0.
Transparency: sets transparency of the colored box representing the
uncertainties. 0 (left) is completely opaque while 1 (right) is transparent
(invisible).
Average Velocities:
If ON, shows or hide the average vectors.
Standard Deviation:
If ON, shows the standard deviation.
Outline: If ON, draws a solid line around each of the colored box.
Posterize: If ON, reduces the number of color bins used in the palette (specified
by the user - 8 in this example).
Transparency: sets transparency of the colored box representing the
uncertainties. 0 (left) is completely opaque while 1 (right) is transparent
(invisible).
Averaged Uncertainties:
If ON, shows the vector uncertainties averaged over time.
Outline: draw or not a solid line around each of the colored box.
Maximum value: sets at what point the uncertainty color box is drawn red. Blue
is an uncertainty of 0.
Transparency: sets transparency of the colored box representing the
uncertainties. 0 (left) is completely opaque while 1 (right) is transparent
(invisible).

Map Settings

SeaDisplay 8 allows the user to move and change the properties of all the
elements displayed on the map. Elements not listed under the Map tab can be
found under Sites, Coverage, Markers, Backdrop and Logos.
Map
Land: if ON the land will be visible and drawn with the specified color.
Coastline: if ON the coastline will be drawn with the specified color, otherwise
the land color is used.
Ocean: if ON the ocean will be drawn with the specified color, otherwise white
will be used.
Lakes: if ON the lakes will be drawn with the specified color. Please note that
lakes may not be defined for some SiteMaps.
Click on the colored rectangle to open a color selector where you can change
the color property and observe the immediate update on the map.

Elements:
To change the font property of any element containing some text, simply click
on the T buttons located next to the visibility switch.
A dialog box will open to let you choose font properties and color:

To change the font color click on the colored rectangle, next to the T, at the top
of the font selector dialog:

To change the position of an element on the map, first click the lock button to
unlock it (it is next to the position label on the Map tab and is present in every
tab where a an element can be moved on the map).
Locked:
Unlocked:
Then select the element by clicking on it. A reddish rectangle will appear
around it to show it is selected.

You can then use the mouse to click and drag the element to any location on
the window.
To help with the placement of text elements (like the title, subtitle, data
information) the elements will stick to the edges of the window to make it
easier to be against an edge or corner. If you wish to overcome this sticking
effect simply hold down the <shift> key while moving the element.
Guides will also appear to let you know that the text element is horizontally or
vertically centered on the map (and the element will also stick to that axis), like
so:

Once you have positioned the various map elements to your liking click the lock
button again to prevent accidentally moving them later on.
Title: if ON the title text will be drawn on the map. The text can use unicode
characters.
Subtitle: if ON the subtitle text will be drawn on the map (underneath the title if
this one is visible). The text can use unicode characters.
Data info: if ON the date, time and information regarding the data being
displayed (vector file, uncertainties, distribution, …) will be drawn on the map.
Distance: if ON the distance legend will be drawn on the map. The first color is
the outline and the second specifies the fill color for every other rectangle of
the legend. Specify the distance you want to represent in the field provided for
this purpose.
Velocity: if ON the velocity legend will be drawn on the map. Specify the
velocity you want to display for the legend.

Compass: if ON a compass will be drawn on the map. You can specify the line
color used to drawn it.
Graticules:
Grid: if ON a latitude, longitude grid will be drawn on the map. The specified
color will be used to draw the grid lines.
Spacing: the spacing between grid lines can be automatically selected or
specified by the user in the field provided for this purpose (in minutes).
Label: if ON, latitude and longitude labels will be placed on the grid lines. Their
position relative to the lines can be selected using the drop down menu next to
the visibility switch.

Bathymetry Settings
To add bathymetry, you cannot be in Map Editing mode, so if you are, either
save your changes or revert to the previous version before adding bathymetry.

Bathymetry:
Bathymetry: if ON, display (and compute if necessary) the bathymetry data.
To compute the bathymetry data the Gebco database needs to be installed at /
Codar/SeaSonde/Apps/Support/Bathymetry/.

The name of the file containing the data will be displayed next to the switch.
If the GEBCO database is not available, a warning message will be displayed:

Maximum depth: specify a value to be used for the darkest or lightest (see
below) color of the gradient used to display the data. Next to it is displayed the
maximum depth found in the data. Click the Set button to quickly set this value
as the maximum depth for the color gradient.
Gradient color: click on the colored rectangle to choose the base color used for
the gradient used to display the depths.
Transparency: sets transparency of the colored boxes representing the depth.
0 (left) is completely opaque while 1 (right) is transparent (invisible).
Direction: when light to dark is selected the lightest color of the gradient will
represent 0 depth while the darkest color will represent the maximum depth.
The opposite takes place when dark to light is selected.
Posterize: if ON, this reduces the number of color bins/levels (8 in this case) to
represent the color gradient.
Shallow water: if ON, a color filled contour line for the specified depth will be
drawn on the map. Specify the desired color using the color selector box next
to the switch and specify the depth representing shallow water in the field next
to it. The transparency of filled contour can be controlled using the slider
provided.

Contours:
Contours: if ON, display (and compute if necessary) the bathymetry contours
for the parameters specified underneath the switch. The name of the file
containing the data will be displayed next to the switch.
From/To/Every: specify what contour lines should be displayed: in our
example starting at the 0m depths and then every 500m all the way to 4,939m.
Include: allows the user to specify a list of depths (separated by spaces or
commas) at which contours should be drawn. This allows the user to specify
contours otherwise not drawn with the from/to/every parameters.

Line color: select the color used to draw the contours lines.
Labels: if ON, labels for the contour lines will be visible. When ON, labels can
also be created by the user (see below for details).
Click on the T button to open the font selector panel and select the font and
font properties, including the color of the text to use for the labels.
To create a label, first make sure that the bathymetry panel is displayed and
that the label switch is ON. Click on a location on the map and drag the mouse
to move a guide line on top of the map. Labels will be placed and oriented
where the guide line crosses the contour lines.
Drawing the guide line:

Releasing the mouse to create the labels at the intersections:

At this points labels can be precisely placed and oriented by hand.

To do this click on the label you wish to edit (note that you can select more
than one label by holding the <command> button while clicking on the labels).
A reddish selection box will appear around each selected label.

Use the left, right, down, up arrow keys to precisely move the label(s).
Use the ‘r’ and 't' keys to rotate the label(s) 1 degree.
Holding the <shift> key while pressing the ‘r’ or ’t’ keys will rotate the labels 5
degrees at a time. Do not display current vectors while rotating contour labels.

Sites Settings

This panel allows the user to create and delete radial and elliptical sites, as well
as edit their properties.
On the left hand side of the window is a list of existing sites. This is where sites
can be selected, created and deleted:
On the right hand site are three tabs that can be selected: Map (selected in the
example), to display the rendering aspect of the site on the map; Attributes, to
edit the site properties, and Elliptical where elliptical sites can be created or
deleted and their properties edited (see below).
To create a radial site click on the + sign on the lower left corner of the site list.
A new site named XXXX will be added to the site list and placed in the middle of
map.
To delete a radial site first select it in the list and click the - button (next to the
+). If the selected radial site is included in the definition of elliptical sites a
warning will popup for the user to confirm the delete of the radial and elliptical
sites.

Map:
Show: if ON, the site will be visible on the map.
Location: the latitude and longitude coordinates of the site. Click on lock
button next to it to allow the editing of the site location. The selected site can
also be moved on the map using the mouse (it has a reddish selection box
around it).
Symbol: select the symbol and size you want to use to represent the site on the
map.
Outline: if ON the outline of the symbol will be drawn in the selected color.
Fill: if ON the symbol will be filled with the selected color.
Label: select the location of the label with respect to the graphical symbol. Click
the T button to choose the font and its properties to display the label for the
selected site.
Name/Index/Alignment/Frequency/Bandwidth/Bearing: if ON the property
will be displayed as part of the label.
Copy label text settings to all sites: clicking on this button will apply the
current text settings to ALL the sites listed.

Attributes:

Kind: select the kind of site (SeaSonde Radial Site, Bistatic Transmitter,
SeaSonde Elliptical Only).
Properties: Click on a value or N/A to enter a new value. If you want to remove
a value, erase it and it will return to N/A.
Ellipticals:

To create an elliptical site, select a site that will serve as a receiver from the list
of sites on the left hand side of the window (PREY in our example).

Then click the + button at the bottom of the (empty in our example) list of
elliptical sites.
A new elliptical site will be created with default values.

To delete an elliptical site first select it (it will appear with a blue background)
and click the - button at the bottom of the list of elliptical sites.
Enabled: if ON, the elliptical site is enabled.
Name: the name of the elliptical site, by default the concatenation of the first
two letters of each site name. This can be edited by the user for a custom
name.
Transmitter: the user can select the site that is the transmitter of the pair (by
default the first available transmitter is selected).
Expected range: the user can enter the minimum and maximum range for this
elliptical site.
Information: show the distance and bearing from the receiver to the
transmitter.

Coverage Settings

Site: if ON the coverage for each individual site that is selected (in the list on
the right hand side) will be drawn.
Combine: if ON the combined coverage for all the selected sites will be drawn.
Transparency: sets transparency of the coverage from 0 (left) which is
completely opaque while 1 (right) is transparent (invisible).
Bearing limits: if ON the expected view listed in the site attributes will be used.
Otherwise a 360° view is used.
Stability Angles: if ON the list of stability angles provided by the user will be
used to exclude the unstable regions from the combine coverage.
Sites: this lists all the sites (radials first and ellipticals if any) defined for the
map. Click the checkbox to add or remove sites from inclusion in the
computation and display of the coverage. Click on the All button (next to Show:)
to select all the sites.
Changes to site properties in the site attributes tab will be reflected in the
display of the coverage.

Pattern Settings

To plot an antenna pattern click the Add button (bottom right of the window) to
show the settings for an empty pattern. Then click the Open... button to select
a pattern file to display.

The user can also drag and drop a pattern file inside the framed area to display
it on the map. The menu File -> Open Files... can also be used, or the pattern
file can be directly dropped onto the map window.
Visibility: If ON, shows the antenna pattern.
Open... button: allows the user to select the antenna pattern file to display.
Pen width: sets the pixel width of the drawn pattern.
Loop 1 color: sets the antenna loop 1 color. Click on the color box to change.

Loop 2 color: sets the antenna loop 2 color. Click on the color box to change.
(Historically support@codar.com expects Loop1 to be red and Loop 2 to be
blue)
Scale: sets a scale on the map to draw the pattern at when it’s at a ideal 1:1
ratio.
CrossLoopPatterner
icon:
opens
CrossLoopPatterner application.
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R: removes the pattern from the list.
To display another pattern click the Add button at the bottom right corner of
the window and a similar form will appear in the list of patterns.

Marker Settings

This panel allows the user to create and delete markers, as well as edit
properties.
On the left hand side of the window is a list of existing markers. This is where
markers can be selected, created and deleted.
On the right hand side are the list of properties that can be set for each marker.
To create a marker, click on the + sign on the lower left corner of the marker
list. A new marker named XXXX will be added to the list and placed in the
middle of map.
To delete a marker, first select it in the list, then click the - button (next to the
+).
Show: if ON, the marker will be visible on the map.
Symbol: select the symbol and size you want to use to draw the marker on the
map.
Location: the latitude and longitude coordinates of the marker. Click on lock
button next to it to allow the editing of the marker location. The selected
marker can also be moved on the map using the mouse (it has a reddish
selection box around it).
Outline: if ON, the outline of the symbol will be drawn in the selected color.
Fill: if ON, the symbol will be filled with the selected color.

Label: select the location of the label with respect to the graphical symbol. Click
the T button to choose the font and its properties to use to display the label for
the selected site.
Number: if ON, the index of the marker in the list will be displayed as part of
the label (first one is number 1).
Name: if ON, the name of the marker will be displayed as part of the label.

Backdrop Settings

Backdrop:
This panel allows the user to load, size and place a bitmap image or PDF file on
top of the map. The backdrop is rendered above the sea color and below the
land masses.
Image: if ON the loaded image will be visible.
Position: click to lock and unlock to allow the user to move the backdrop image
using the mouse. Click the image inside the window and drag it with the mouse
to place it as desired.
Size: the size of the image expressed as a percentage relative to the original
image size. You can either directly a percentage value or use the slider on the
right of the text field.
Image preview: drag and drop a bitmap image or a PDF file on this location to
load the file. The file will be copied into the the SiteMap bundle.

Load button: click this button to be presented with a file selector allowing the
user to choose a bitmap or PDF file to use as a backdrop image. The file will be
copied into the the SiteMap bundle.
Clear button: remove the image from the map (it also removes the file from the
SiteMap bundle).
Size: The current size of the image.

Map:
The map settings (from the Map tab) are duplicated here for convenient access.

Logo Settings

This panel allows the user to show and place the Codar logo on the map, as
well as use a custom logo.
Position: click to unlock in order to move the logos on the map.
Codar: if ON, the Codar logo is visible on the map.
User: if ON, the user logo is visible on the map.
Image preview: this will show a thumbnail of the user logo and can also be
used to drag and drop a file containing the custom logo.
Load button: click to open a file selector to specify the file to use for the
custom logo. The file will be copied to the SiteMap bundle.

Clear button: this will remove the user logo from the map and also delete the
file from the SiteMap bundle

Map Editing Settings
This panel has its own section in the user manual.

Preferences Window
In SeaDisplay 8 all the settings for the application are grouped together.

Unit Settings

Velocity units: allows the user to choose which velocity units they want to use
(cm/s, knots, ft/s, mph, m/s, kph).
Distance units: allows the user to choose which distance units they want to use
(km, nm, mi).
Bathymetry units: allows the user to choose which bathymetry units they want
to use (meters, feet, fathoms).
Location format: allows for three different format to display latitude and
longitude (dd°mm’ss”, dd°mm.mmm’, dd.dddddd°).

Image Settings

Format:
PDF PNG JPEG: selects the common image output format. The recommended
default is PDF which creates a vector graphic file.
Image depth: sets the bits per pixel. Lowering the depth reduces file size at the
expense of a reduced number of distinguishable colors. This applies for JPEG
and PNG formats only.

Movie Settings

Enables changing the settings used to create a movie:

Compression Settings:

Compression type selects the type of compressor to use. The type selected
depends on how small you want the movie to be versus quality and whether the
compressor is available on other platforms like Windows. The commonly used
compression formats are H.264 and Video.
Frames per seconds sets how fast each frame of the movie is played back. The
movie will contain one frame per vector file. Time gaps between vector files are
ignored.
Key frame every sets how easily you can jump around the movie when heavily
compressed. The larger the key frame value is, the smaller the movie, but the
more difficult it is to single step through the movie.
Quality sets the quality for the compressor. A lower quality results in a smaller
movie but the quality may end up so poor that it is hard to see the detail.
An alternate way to try all the various settings here would be to use the default
settings, save the movie and then use QuickTime Player Pro to export the movie
with alternate settings.

Create/Edit Combine Grid
In order to create Total Vectors, you need to first create a combine grid. Use a
site map that is centered on your area of interest. Select the menu File ->
Create/Edit Combine Grid. The center of the grid will default to the center of
the map. This is where the grid is at its squarest view. The points for the grid
are calculated from this center area in order to be the squarest they can on a
curved surface in that area.

Edit position is normally left unchecked, which prevents accidentally changing
the origin of the grid. The grid by default will use the map’s center and 0 True.
If you want to change these, first check Edit Position.
Edit Coverage, if unchecked this will prevent changes from being made to the
”Edit Coverage” boxes.
Grid Spacing should be set based on the radial sources to be used for creating
total vectors. A value of 1.4 to 1.6 times the radial vectors’ range cell size is
commonly used.
MaxY,MinX,MaxX,MinY settings control the extents of the grid. You can use the
up/down arrow buttons to adjust the extents a grid row or column at a time.
Use the <shift> key and the buttons to move the entire grid in up/down or left/
right direction.
Point Edit Mode Enable enables a flashing cursor on the map indicating where
you can disable or enable individual points. Using the <shift> key disables

points (turns them red). Using the <control> key enables points (turns them
black).
Use the arrow keys to navigate points.
The C key will toggle points that are marked as coastline with an outlined grid
dot.
Automatically disable points over land: if checked, marks grid points on land
as disabled. If unchecked, it will leave the points still disabled until changed.
Automatically flag coastline points, if checked, flags points along the
coastline. This is needed for combine baseline interpolation to zero the current
velocities as they approach land. Use the C with the point edit mode if you wish
to manually edit the coastline points.
Selecting the “Automatically disable over land” and “Automatically flag coastline
points” is usually is all that is needed to create a grid for your map’s area of
interest.
Enable All button enables all grid points. It will turn off Automatically disable
points over land
Clear Coastline button will clear all coastline flagged points. It will turn off
Automatically flag coastline points.
Grid Visibility Show Hide shows and hides the grid on the map.
Open button is used for opening an existing grid.
Default button sets the grid settings to their default values. (Use with caution
as there is no option to revert and you won’t be prompted to confirm your
selection)
Save... button asks where to save the grid. The save dialog will ask using the
recommended filename and CombineConfigs folder.
Revert button will return the edit dialog to the previous save grid settings.
Done button will close grid edit dialog. All unsaved changes are lost.

Create/Edit Radial Filter
It is useful to filter out radial and elliptical vectors from areas that should not
be giving results. To create a radial filter (also known as an AngSeg), select the
menu File -> Create/Edit Radial Filter.

Site edit box is the radial site code to name the filter with. The drop down box
shows the site names built into the map.
Edit origin: if unchecked, this prevents the user from accidentally changing the
origin. When checked, the user can either click on the map or enter a new
origin.
Origin: It is very important to use the correct origin for the radial site as the
radial software assumes that it is the same origin; otherwise the boundary
limits will be off.
Spacing: should be the same range cell spacing used by the radial site. If
significantly off, the radial cutoff may not be where desired.
Resol: sets a 1 or 5 deg resolution of the filters’ angular boundaries.
Max Range: sets the outer range of the filter. Radial processing will assume the
outer range is open ended, that is, it goes on forever. Ranges entry is linked to
Max Range and Spacing.

Point Edit Mode Enable enables a flashing cursor on the map where you can
disable or enable individual points. Black dots are enabled while red dots are
disabled.
<shift>
key disables point at the cursor.
<control>
key enables points at the cursor.
<up> <down>
arrow keys move cursor in range (across range cells).
<left> <right>
arrow keys move cursor in bearing (within a radar cell).
<option> <shift>
arrow will disable bearing spoke or circle at the cursor
depending on which way you move.
<option> <control> arrow will enable bearing spoke or circle at the cursor
depending on which way you move.
Automatically disable points over land, if checked, marks points on land as
disabled. If unchecked, it will leave the points disabled until changed. (Note that
“land” in this case is the visible portion seen on the map. Beyond the maps
edges, land is unknown and hence filter points beyond the map’s edges will
remain enabled. If your expected radial vectors go beyond the map, you should
first set the single sector to your area of expected coverage to prevent this.)
Allow All button enables all points. It will turn off Automatically disable
points over land.
Single button is used to disable all points not within the entered sector. First
enter a start bearing going clockwise to a stop bearing. To get these bearings,
click and hold the mouse on the filter origin location on the map, then drag to
desired start, then stop and read the bearing shown on the cursor text on the
map. After you have entered your bearings, click Single to activate the points
within your defined sector.
Show Hide Grid Visibility shows and hides the grid on the map.
Open button asks for an existing AngSeg file to open.
New button sets the filter settings to their default. (Use carefully; there is no
warning dialog and you can not revert once the defaults are set).
Save... button asks where to save the radial filter. The save dialog will ask using
the recommended filename of AngSeg_XXXX.txt where XXXX is the radial site
code.
Save the file to /Codar/SeaSonde/Configs/RadialConfigs/
AngSeg_XXXX.txt is the correct name for Release 8 as this will flag radial
vectors that are out-of-area. If you wish to instead permanently remove vectors
that are out-of-area, then replace ‘AngSeg.txt’ in RadialConfigs.

When saved, the grid of dots is reduced to a set of angular sectors for each
range. This means that where a black enabled dot meets a red disabled dot
there is a hard edge at the black dot. Where two black dots are next to each
other all bearings between them will be accepted.
Revert button will return the edit dialog to the previous saved radial filter
settings.
Done button will close radial filter edit dialog. All unsaved changes are lost.

Multiple Vector Files
SeaDisplay allows the display of multiple vector files in a map window at the
same time.

There are different ways to achieve this:
1. Use the menu File -> Open and select the vector files you want to open.
Hold the <shift> key and click or hold the <command> key and click to
select more than one file. This will replace the currently opened files
with the ones selected.
2. Drag and drop the vector files you want to open onto the map window. To
add the files to those already open, hold down the Option key.
Otherwise the open files will be replaced.
3. Drag and drop the vector files you want to open into the drawer. Release
the mouse at the location in the list where you want to add the files.

Multiple Vector Files - User Interface (Drawer)
The drawer displays a list of vector files and allows the user to select which
ones are visible, and also to specify their color properties. To navigate the list
of files use the up and down arrow keys.

At the bottom of the drawer you will see several controls:
All button selects all the vector files (you can also use the <command> A
shortcut).
R button reverses the order the files are listed (first one becomes last).
Slider allows the user to change the opacity of the drawn vectors, from almost
transparent (all the way to the left) to completely opaque (all the way to the
right).
(Standard) Std. Colors / (Multiple) Mult. Colors allows the user to select
between two modes of vector display.
Delete button (-) removes vector files from the list. You can also use the delete
key on the keyboard.
If you click the Delete button the selected files will be removed from the
display. If you hold the <option> key while clicking the Delete button it will
open the following dialog:

Selected will remove the selected vector files.
Not Selected will remove all the files except the ones selected.
All will remove all the files listed in the drawer (both those selected and those
not selected).
Cancel will not remove any files.

Distribution, standard deviation, average and movie creation
with multiple vector files:
When more than one file is present in the drawer, SeaDisplay uses a different
scheme to select the files used in the computation of distribution, standard
deviation, average and in the rendering of a movie. (If the drawer contains only
one file, SeaDisplay will use all the files contained by the parent folder).
• When more than one file is selected in the drawer, SeaDisplay will use the
selected files.
• If no file or just one file is selected, SeaDisplay will use all the files present
in the drawer.

Multiple Vector Files - Coloring Options
When selecting Std. Colors, the vectors will be colored according to the
properties selected for the display of a unique vector: either using the same
solid color for all vector files, or a color gradient.
Solid:

Prism:

When selecting Mult. Colors, each vector file will be displayed with its own
solid color, following a cycle of 6 pre-defined colors (each of these colors can
be overwritten by the user).

Vector Selection
SeaDisplay can show up to 30 different vector files at the same time; however,
more files can be selected. To distinguish them from the visible vector files,
those files that are selected but not displayed are highlighted in a lighter blue
color.

In this illustration, the first three vector files are visible (1600, 1700, 1800) and
the next three are selected but not visible (1900, 2000, 2100).
The site and date information displayed on the map also reflects the vector files
selected. It will list up to 6 sites and the time span of the selected files as
shown in the following illustration.

Note that when more than one vector file is selected, the current file selection
will be used to compute a distribution or create a movie.

Opening Source Vectors Files
When displaying certain types of vectors files like Totals and Merged Totals, the
source vector files that were used to create the vectors can be opened into a
new map window. Right click or hold the <control> key and click on the vector
map. This will show a popup menu of the source files that were used. Select
one of these and SeaDisplay will open a new window with that source. Note that
this feature only works when the source vectors remain in the folder where they
were originally processed.

Creating New Maps
To create a new map from scratch choose the menu File -> Create New Map…
This will open window displaying a map of the world…

and the Map Settings window with the Map Editing tab opened:

From here you have different ways to select the region of the world you are
interested in:
Hold the <option> key while clicking on the map and drawing a rectangle to
specify the region of the world you want to draw. If you want to preserve the
aspect ratio of the window simply hold the <shift> key as well.

Zoom in around the origin of the map (indicated by the pink crosshair). This
can be done using the swipe up or down motion (2 fingers on the trackpad), or
holding the <shift> key while dragging up or down on the map with the mouse,
or using the mouse scroll wheel, or using the keyboard keys <shift> and either
the up or down arrows.
Move the origin by clicking down and dragging the mouse over the map, or by
using the keyboard left, right, up or down arrows.
Specify the origin directly in the field provided in the Map Editing tab.
Specify the width and height of the map in the fields provided in the Map
Editing tab.
The window itself can be resized by dragging any of its edges or corners.
Use the Site Code text field to enter the four character name to be used for the
site map. If you forget to do so you will be prompted for it when you go to save
the newly created map.
When you are satisfied with the map you created simply click the Save button.
The SiteMap file will be saved under /Codar/SeaSonde/Configs/SiteDefinitions.

To cancel the map creation simply click the Cancel button at any time.

Modifying Existing Maps
To edit a map first make sure that the desired map is the active window.
Then select the menu File > Modify Map…. This will open the Preferences
window with the Map Editing tab displayed.
Alternatively, if you have the Preferences window already open, select the Map
Editing tab and click the Edit button.

You can then use exactly the same actions as described in the Creating New
Maps sections to modify the map.
Click the Save button when you are satisfied to save the newly modified map.
Click the Revert button if you wish to discard the changes you have made and
return to the way the map was before you clicked the Modify button.
Also note that you can change the site name, in which case the Save button
becomes Save As.
This feature also allows you to easily duplicate a SiteMap by opening it,
selecting the Edit option and then changing the site code and clicking the Save
As… button.

AppleScript Support
SeaDisplay supports the following functions:
Start SeaDisplay:
tell application "SeaDisplay"
activate
end tell
Get and set the bounds of a window:
get bounds of window 1
set bounds of window 2 to {100, 84, 883, 772}
Using the site name to specify the window:
set bounds of window "asit" to {130, 84, 782, 666}
Get and set the position of a window:
get the position of the second window
set position of window 1 to {100, 84}
get the position of the first window
Get and set the size of a window:
get the size of the first window
set the size of window 1 to {800, 800}
Tile or cascade the opened windows:
tile
cascade
Open a file or a list of files (can be combine with setting size, position, bounds):
set fileList to {POSIX file "(xx)/RDLi_BML1_2001_06_06_0900.ruv", "(xx)/
RDLi_BML1_2001_06_06_1000.ruv"}
open fileList using window 1
open fileList using window 1 size {783, 772}
open fileList using window 1 position {100, 184}
open fileList using window 1 position {100, 184} size {783, 772}
open fileList using window 2 bounds {100, 184, 783, 772}
open fileList using window "xxxx"
Open one (or more) site maps in new windows:
set fileList to {POSIX file "(xx)/SiteMap_NOFO.smap", "(xx)/
SiteMap_GMOS.smap"}
open fileList
Open all the vector files within a folder:

set fileList to POSIX file "(xx)/bbay_tv4_sample"
open fileList using window "bbay" position {0, 84}
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